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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Setting the Scene 

Since Big Bend National Park was created in 1944 the increasing 

number of visitors has had a detrimental effect on the natural environment. 

The National Park Service has a dual role of conserving the environment 

and providing visitor access to the lands under its protection. These two 

sentences, presenting confUcting ideas, underline the justification for this 

thesis. 

This project is set in the Chisos Basin, the center of the Chisos 

Mountains which rise dramatically in the center of the park. The Chisos 

Basin is divided into three areas— Upper Basin, Lower Basin and the back 

country area. The back country area is developed only to the extent of 

managed hiking trails. The development of the trails and encouragement to 

hikers to explore Big bend has had a minor impact on the ecology of the park 

In comparison with the developed areas of the Upper and Lower Basin. 

The development of the Upper and Lower Basin areas started with the 

Civilian Conservation Corps Camps in the 1930s. Since then, with the 

growth of visitor facilities such as the campground in the Lower Basin and 

the Chisos Mountains Lodge in the Upper Basin, the natural landscape of 

mainly oak-pinyon-juniper woodland, has changed. The area is becoming 

more desertified; the woodland no longer reaches down into the center of the 

Basin but stops at the lodge development. 

The Chisos Basin is a particularly ecologically sensitive area of the park 

where the more mesic woodland ecosystem meets xeric grassland and desert 

ecosystems. In a drought or in conditions caused by building construction 

such as increased runoff, disturbed and impacted soil, xeric vegetation will 

tend to thrive and more mesic vegetation will die. Drought conditions are 

naturally part of climate patterns at Big Bend. This factor combined with 

increased development and accompanying visitor usage has created a fragile 

situation in this stunningly beautiful area of southwest Texas. A way needs 

to be found to reduce the impact of human usage yet provide visitor facilities 

and recreation opportunities and still maintain the characteristics of the 

natural mountain environment the visitor has come to enjoy. 
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A Solution 

The purpose of this study is to demonstrate that the Chisos Basin, a 

popular venue in the Chisos Mountains of Big Bend National Park, can 

provide visitor facilities, recreation and environmental education 

opportunities, without the need for overnight hotel accommodation. This 

study suggests that establishing the Upper Basin as a day use area would be a 

way of reducing human impact. The problem of the denuded Lower Basin 

campground is not addressed in this study; it is assumed that camping will 

continue and that attempts to revegetate will be pursued. 

A goal of the National Park Service's long range plan for Big Bend 

National Park is to relocate the Chisos Mountains Lodge in the Upper Basin 

to a less ecologically sensitive area of the park. 

The Investigation 

The study examines current park activities, visitor demographics and 

the overnight facilities the existing lodge provides to identify what is 

appropriate and necessary for a quality visitor experience. It also describes the 

ecology of the Chisos Mountains and the history of development and human 

usage. 

Outline of Proposal 

It is proposed that the Chisos Mountains Lodge be relocated elsewhere 

in the park and that the area where the motel units and parking area are 

currently situated, be developed with exhibits and an amphitheater to 

interpret the ecology of Big Bend. Picnic areas, restrooms, visitor center, 

restaurant and parking are all considered in this redevelopment scheme. 

The decision to propose an interpretative center, rather than merely 

returning the area to its natural state, is based on the idea that learning is a 

bonus gained in recreational activities; and as such is a way to capitalize on 

what is perceived by the visitor as entertainment. Encouraging visitors to use 

all their senses and get emotionally involved in the activity can be a 

rewarding experience for visitors and Park rangers alike. It is equally as 

important for the National Park Service to help visitors understand the need 

for environmental preservation as it is for them to practice it. The unique 

environment of the Upper Basin, this bowl in the center of the Chisos 
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Mountains, where it is hard not to have a heightened awareness of one's 

surroundings, makes it a perfect site for this project. 

On the following page Figure 1 is the author's redevelopment plan for 

the Upper Basin. 
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CHAPTER II 

BIG BEND NATIONAL PARK 

Location 

Big Bend National Park, in the southwest corner of Texas, is one of the 

least accessible National Parks in the United States. Bordered on the south by 

the Rio Grande river and by inhospitable desert on all other sides, it is 

situated on a road to nowhere else. The park has an area of 1,252 square 

miles, about the size of the State of Maryland. It is 410 miles from San 

Antonio to the east, and 323 miles from El Paso to the west. Alpine to the 

north west and Marathon to the north are the only towns of any size within 

100 miles. (See Figures 2 and 3.) This remoteness has made the park a 

community in its own right with its own school for park employee children 

and those from neighboring small settlements like Terlingua (a mining ghost 

town). Study Butte and Lajitas. Access to the area is by private vehicle only; 

there is a landing strip at Lajitas but the closest commercial airport is in 

Midland-Odessa, 4 hours away, and public bus transportation goes only as far 

as Alpine or Marathon. The distances within the park are so great that a car 

or van is essential, yet the gas stations are few and far between. 

Big Bc'M' 
National Park 

This Texas map shows the main 
routes to Big Bend National Park. 

Figure 2. The Roads to Big Bend 
Source: Official National Park Handbook: Big Bend Washington DC: 

Division of Publications, National Park Service, 1983 



There are two entrances to the park- Persimmon Gap from the north 

and east and Maverick from the west.. The Rio Grande river and the Chisos 

Mountains are the main visitor attractions. 

Figure 3. Map of Big Bend National Park 
Source: Official Map and Guide, National Park Service, U.S. Department 

of the Interior 



Big Bend National Park- Description 

Over one hundred years ago a Mexican cowboy described Big Bend as 

"where rainbows wait for rain and the big river is kept in a stone box, and 

water runs uphill and mountains float in the air, except at night when they 

go away to play with other mountains...."' According to Indian legend, when 

the Great Spirit finished making the Earth he dumped the leftover rocks on 

Big Bend. It is not surprising that such stories abound - the rocks appear 

randomly thrown — easy fodder for the imagination. Geologically speaking, 

according to Maxwell:^ 

Cenozoic deformation and uplift took place at several times in the Big 
Bend. Most of the beds are folded into anticlines and synclines, others 
are tilted, some stand on end, and a few rock masses have been turned 
upside down and transported several miles from where the rocks were 
originally deposited. Between the stages of uplift, erosion reduced 
high-standing areas, and volcanic ash, ashy clay, sandstone, and lava 
were deposited in local basins. Some periods of mountain building 
were accompanied by intrusion of igneous rocks. Large masses of 
molten rock moved slowly upward through the strata. Some spread 
laterally between the beds ... a few of the masses reached the surface 
with explosive violence ... but from most of the vents, lava flowed 
quietly over large areas without explosion. 

The area is full of contrasts: arid lowlands, grasslands, mountain 

woodlands and a river winding through the desert and slicing through 

rugged canyons. The lowlands landscape is typical of the Chihuahuan 

Desert, a rolling panorama of creosotebush, yucca and lechugilla with rocky 

tors like ruins. The river, the Rio Grande, can be mirrorlike calm reflecting 

the colors of the sky and the cragginess of the canyon wall, or turbulently 

muddy incessantly surging over the rocks; birds abound in lush riparian 

plantlife and beavers live in the riverbanks. The river cuts through the 

^Official National Park Handbook: Big Bend Washington DC: Division 
of Publications, National Park Service, 1983, 6. 

2Ross A. Maxwell., The Big Bend of the Rio Grande Bureau of 
Economic Geology, The University of Texas at Austin, 1994, 25. 



Sierra Madre mountains in dramatic vertical-walled canyons dividing the 

United States from Mexico. Sometimes, at a relatively calmer location 

battered trucks can be seen crossing, seemingly in danger of being swept away, 

as they travel from a village in the Park to a village on the Mexican side. 

As is illustrated in Figure 4, the Chisos mountains loom, like an island 

in the 'ocean' of the surrounding desert with grasslands 'washing' against the 

mountain mass. The rocks in the Chisos Mountains are mainly of igneous 

origin and it is hard to imagine from below that there is a sheltered basin 

high up in these impenetrable looking cliffs as they arise so suddenly from 

the desert floor. The road up to the Chisos Basin ascends about 3000 feet. 

Now a paved road, it was initially constructed by Civilian Conservation Corps 

workers following a horse trail up Green Gulch. The Chisos Basin seems to 

be a volcanic crater or formed by glacial erosion. However, there is no 

evidence of either of these and its formation is the result of weathering and 

erosion.3 This basin area in the heart of the Chisos Mountains now has 

Figure 4. Chisos Mountains Seen from the Desert Floor 
Source: Photo, Author, 1996 

3Ross A. Maxwell, The Big Bend of the Rio Grande Bureau of 
Economic Geology, The University of Texas at Austin, 1994, 72. 
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motel, dining and camping facilities and an amphitheater where park 

naturalists give evening programs. Many of the high country trails are 

accessed from the Chisos Basin. 

Park Usage Profile/Visitor Demographics 

The following data in Figure 5 shows the annual visitation to Big Bend 

from 1987 to 1995 showing, with a few exceptions, a slight rise in numbers 

each year. Big Bend has increasingly become a popular spring break 

destination and as a result March is the busiest month in the Park. It almost 

seems to account for the total yearly increase when comparing 1987 with 1995 

- a 100% increase. Spring and fall are the most popular times to visit the park. 

The weather at Big Bend is usually sunny; most of the rain falls mid-June 

through October. The average maximum temperature in the mountains 

varies from in the 50 degree range in December and January to 80s in the 

summer. In contrast, the temperature can be 10-20 degrees hotter along the 

Rio Grande. 

BIG BEND NATICMAL PARK, TEXAS 
ANNUAL VISITATION BY MONTH 

r * 

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 

JAN 
FEB 
HAR . 

APR -

MAT " ' 

JUN 
JUL 
AUG 
SEP 
OCT 
NOV 
DEC 

TOTAL 

16000 

23478 

37042 

33000 

18000 

25540 

16141 

14024 

12072 

20674 

22162 

12659 

250792 

8059 

12496 

35409 

35783 
23858 

22916 

17414 

15570 

15996 

17440 

22286 

14352 

241579 

16196 

24751 

39103 

35287 

18977 

21547 

23162 

12974 

16736 

25024 

28672 

21663 

284092 

17672 

20033 

39202 

32619 

16489 

18223 

12464 

6452 

16736 

25024 

23983 

31868 

260765 

18174 

22797 

41093 

53418 

24699 

23484 

16135 

21245 

13293 

20906 

24270 

19320 

298834 

24035 

25821 

35377 

46765 

28350 

21953 

19151 

16808 

13021 

22689 

23609 

19320 

296899 

26146 

25244 

54320 

45115 

26545 

24229 

18623 

16036 

18569 

21496 

31514 

20868 

328705 

25713 

31064 

56212 

45486 

28947 

30067 

13289 

17597 

18013 

21024 

31861 

13508 

332781 

24142 

31700 

64515 

37333 

25765 

20137 

17447 

138/.9 

14694 

24406 

19087 

HIH^ 

293075 

December. 1995, v i s i t a t i o n was g r e a t l y af fec ted by the government shutdown. 

Figure 5. 1995 Annual Visitation by Month 
Source: Big Bend National Park records 



A visitor survey was conducted between April 3 and 9, 1992. It was 

done during one of the most popular seasons, but avoiding the spring break 

time which would obviously give a different profile. This study showed the 

following:"^ 

•Age group 56-70 comprised 44% of the visitors; 

•62% of visitors were family groups; 60% of which were a group of 2 
people; 

•60% of visitors were visiting Big Bend for the first time; 

•10% were from foreign countries (48% German, 20% British, 17% 
Canadian); 

•65% of U.S. visitors were from Texas; 

•73% spent more than one day in the park; 

•76% stayed one or two nights in the park, most camping without 
hookups; 

•96% identified scenic views/drives as the primary reason for their 
visit; 

•a desert experience, viewing park wildlife and visiting a wilderness 
environment ranked about equal-65-67%; 

•solitude and quiet, recreation opportunities, and good weather were 
important to 52-42% of visitors; 

•educational opportunities was the reason for 31% of visitors; 

•viewing the scenery and going to visitor center(s) occupied most visit 
time; 

•dayhiking, picnicking, and birdwatching were activities that occupied 
about half of the visitors; 

•ranger programs and river trips were participated in by 12-15% of 
visitors; 

•other more strenous activities such as horseback riding, backpacking, 
cycling were activities enjoyed by less than 8% of visitors. 

Additional data from park records for 1995 shows that approximately 

54,000 visitors stayed in the lodge and 152,000 camped in the park. Of the 

number camping 45,000 stayed in the Chisos Basin campground and 48,000 

camped in primitive sites. This information shows that, despite the fact 

probably most spring break visitors area campers of one type or another, the 

^National Park Service brochure, 1992. 
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majority of visitors are not reliant on either campsites with hookups or lodge 

accommodation. Considering that almost half of visitors are over 55, this is 

fairly remarkable. 

Description of Existing Visitor Facilities 

Tourist accommodation (hotels and campgrounds) is available in the 

neighboring small communities as well as in the park. The only hotel 

accommodation within the park boundary is the Chisos Mountains Lodge 

located in the Upper Basin although there are developed campgrounds and 

numerous primitive campsites. Groceries and camping supplies are available 

at Rio Grande Village, Castolon and Panther Junction as well as at the Basin 

store. There are picnic sites at various sites in the park; the only restaurant in 

the park is in the Upper Basin. 

Visitor centers/ranger stations are located at Panther Junction, Rio 

Grande Village, Castolon, Persimmon Gap, and in the Upper Basin Each site 

conducts ranger-led programs. There is no longer a horse rental concession 

in the park but visitors are permitted to ride their own horses. There are 

guided raft trips on the river and with a free permit visitors can use their own 

raft or canoe. Hiking, birdwatching and fishing are activities that can be done 

throughout the park. Hiking trails are listed as self-guiding (with either a 

booklet or interpretative signs), developed and primitive and designated as 

easy walking, medium difficulty, strenuous day hike and strenuous -

backpackers only. 

Big Bend National Park- Historical Background 

There is evidence of human use of the lands of the Big Bend region as 

far back as about 9000 B.C. Archaeological surveys were started during the 

1920's and, although most of the artifacts were lost in a fire in 1936, reports 

were saved and considerable evidence has been found, especially around 

water sources, of two distinct cultural groups dating from 6000 B.C. These 

early Indians roamed the area taking shelter in caves while hunting and 

gathering, using water from the springs in the mountains. These cave 

dwellers were still in existence when the first Spanish explorers ventured 

north from Mexico in 1521. For more than two centuries various Indian 

tribes fought with the Spaniards until by the early 1840's the Comanches 
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controlled a huge area with Big Bend as the focus of their activity. Anglo-

Americans took no interest in Big Bend until the Mexican War of 1848 fixed 

the border along the Rio Grande. Then ranching and mining activities 

began. In the 1920's ranches encircled the Chisos Mountains with rangeland 

extending up into the mountains; between 1900 and 1941 the Chisos Mining 

Company was the world's second largest mercury mine. 

In May 1933, Big Bend State Park was established. The Basin in the 

Chisos Mountains was the headquarters; in 1943 the land was deeded to the 

Federal government. The National Park was established in 1944 with a 

double purpose of preserving and protecting natural beauty and historic 

values while creating visitor access to this remote area. All the ranching, 

mining and other commercial enterprises were then ended as these activities 

were in conflict with the philosophy of the National Park movement. The 

goal was to restore the area to its natural state, essentially as it was before the 

arrival of the first European. 

Human Impact on the Environment of the Big Bend Region 

But there was no way to cover or hide the Great Trail itself. It was 
worn deep by the hoofs of countless travelers, man and beast, and was 
whitened by the bones of many animals. It was a great chalk line on 
the map of West Texas, cutting through the heart of Big Bend.^ (See 
Figure 6) 

This description of the Comanche war trail by Carlysle G. Raht, quoted 

by Maxwell, describes what was probably the first abuse by humans of the Big 

Bend lands. By the 1850s the Comanches had been controlled and with the 

danger from Indian raids over the open spaces of the area soon began to 

attract ranchers. By the 1920s ranches encircled the Chisos Mountains. 

However, it seems that it was only after the State of Texas had bought most of 

the privately owned lands in 1942 that the range lands were abused by 

overgrazing. No longer having ownership the ranchers felt no need to 

^Carlysle G. Raht. 1919. The Romance of the Davis Mountains and Big 
Bend Country. Odessa: Rahtbooks. 
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practice preservation and took advantage of the free grazing privileges they 

knew they would have only until the creation of the National Park in 1944. 

The damage done by the overgrazing reached high up into the mountains as 

most of the livestock (15,000 head) were goats. Freeman Tilden describes 

seeing mountain mahogany and apache plume torn to pieces by these "terrific 

foragers."6 Paul Whitson in 1974 reports that there was still evidence in the 

Chisos Basin of grazing and browsing."^ 
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Figure 6. Map of West Texas Showing Some of the Early Trails. 
Source: Maxwell, Ross A., The Big Bend of the Rio Grande Bureau of 

Economic Geology, The University of Texas at Austin, 1994 

Ecology of Big Bend 

The fact that early Indian remains were discovered around existing 

water sources indicates that the climate 8000 years ago was not too dissimilar 

^Freeman Tilden. The National Parks, Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., New 
York, 1951, 146. 

^Paul D. Whitson. The Impact of Human Use Upon the Chisos Basin 
and Adjacent Lands. Washington DC: U. S. Government Printing Office, 
National Park service scientific monograph series, no. 4, 1974, 4. 
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from present day conditions. According to studies by Wells^ it appears that 

about 10,000 years ago the climate of lowlands began to change becoming drier 

and resulting in the Chihuahuan Desert of today. Because of increasing 

aridity there was extensive change to the flora. However, there is little 

evidence of faunal changes at this time but habitat locations did. For example 

as the climate became drier the Sierra de Carmen whitetail deer retreated 

from the lowlands to the mountain areas where they could find water and 

food. This is just one illustration that the ecology of the Chisos Mountains is 

essentially "island" in nature. 

Because of the range in altitude from 1,800 feet along the river to 7,800 

feet at the top of the mountains, there is a wide range of precipitation, 

humidity and temperature throughout the park. The shrub desert receives a 

yearly average of only 10 inches of rainfall while the mountains receiv^e an 

average of 18 inches. In addition, the mountain springs and the river create 

their own ecosystems. These climatic variations, and variables in soil types, 

amount of sunlight, exposure to wind create an amazing diversity of habitat, 

homes to 1^ mammal species , nearly 400 bird species, ^5 reptile species, about 

three dozen fish types and many insects, arachnids and other invertebrates.. 

Wauer's description of the five ecological zones in Big Bend National 

Park, uses the division of vegetative units into environments called 

formations:^ 

River Floodplain-Arroyo Formation: 1,800 to 4,000 feet elevation 
Shrub Desert Formation: 1,800 to 3,500 feet elevation 
Sotol-Grassland Formation: 3,200 to 5,500 feet elevation 
Woodland Formation: 3,700 to 7,800feet elevation 
Moist Chisos Woodland Formation: 5,000 to 7,200 feet elevation. 

^Phillip V. Wells, 1966. Late peistocene vegetation and degree of 
pluvial climatic change in the Chihuahuan Desert. Science 153:970-975 cited 
in Wauer, Roland H. Naturalist's Big Bend College Station, TX: Texas A & M 
University Press, 1992, 5. 

^Roland H. Wauer. Naturalist's Big Bend College Station, TX: Texas A 
& M University Press, 1992, 22. 
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The river floodplain-arroyo formation is the area along the Rio Grande 

and its lowland tributaries; plants are mainly fast-growing broad-leaf shrubs 

and trees creating a dense almost jungle-like appearance. (See Figure 7.) This 

formation although having a dramatic impact as a visual resource occupies 

only a minute part of the acreage of the park. In contrast, the shrub desert 

formation covers about 49% of the park acreage and has plants characteristic 

of a desert— low-growing, widely spaced and with spines, succulent or 

seasonal leaves. (See Figure 8.) 

Figure 7. The Rio Grande Flood Plain 
Source: Wauer, Roland H. NaturaUst's Big Bend College Station, TX: 

Texas A & M University Press, 1992 
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Figure 8. The Big Bend Desert 
Source: Wauer, Roland H. Naturalist's Big Bend College Station, TX., 

Texas A & M University Press, 1992 

The sotol-grassland formation occurs in the foothills of the Chisos 

mountains with fingers of grassland extending up into the woodlands. (See 

Figure 9.) This area is also about 49% of the total acreage of the Park. Here the 

grasses are the ground cover with taller and more frequently located shrubs 

and even small trees along water courses. The Woodland Formation is 

above the grasslands and extends to the top of the Chisos Mountains and is 

characterized by broadleaf and coniferous trees: oaks, junipers and pinyons. 

(See Figure 10.) About 2% of the park's acreage is woodland. The moist 

Chisos woodland formation occurs in only a few places in the high canyons 

in the mountains — a total of about 800 acres — where ponderosa pine, 

quaking aspen, Texas madrone, Arizona cypress and Chisos oak can be found. 

Some of these species such as the aspen are relict species from thousands of 

years ago when the climate was much wetter; the Chisos oak is a unique 

species found only in the Chisos Mountains. 
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Figure 9. Grasslands in the Foothills of the Chisos Mountains 
Source: Wauer, Roland H. Naturalist's Big Bend College Station, TX: 

Texas A & M University Press, 1992 

Figure 10. 
Source: 

Pinyon-Juniper-Oak Woodland 
Photo- Author, 1994 
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CHAPTER III 

THE CHISOS BASIN 

Access to the Chisos Basin 

The following map. Figure 11, shows the Chisos Basin (5401 ft), one of 

the most popular venues for visitors to Big Bend National Park. In the center 

of the Chisos Mountains, it is nine miles from the park headquarters at 

Panther Junction(3750 ft). It is reached by the road, now paved, that was first 

built by the Civilian Conservation Corps in the 1930s. The Basin road ends in 

the Upper Basin, where the lodge is situated. Just before the road climbs over 

the rim and down into the Upper Basin, a road leads off to the right down 

- ^ F M O I O ' TFAK 

Figure 11. 
Source: 

Map of the Chisos Basin 
Whitson, Paul D. The Impact of Human Use Upon the Chisos 
Basin and Adjacent Lands. Washington DC: U. S. Government 
Printing Office, National Park service scientific monograph 
series, no. 4, 1974 
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into the Lower Basin. The Lower Basin is the site of the campground and 

campground amphitheater and was the former site of the Civilian 

Conservation Corps camp.'^ 

Chisos Basin Activities 

Hiking or horse riding on the many trails is a primary activity in the 

mountains. Most of the trails can be accessed from the trailhead in the Upper 

Basin. Because of the great distances, many round trip trails need either a 

very long day's hike or an overnight camp stop. The most popular shorter 

day hikes on developed trails are the Window Trail (5.2 miles), accessed from 

the trailhead or the Lower Basin campground, and the Lost Mine Trail (4.8 

miles), accessed from the Basin Road just before the Basin itself. The 

Window View Trail is an easy walking, wheelchair accessible, loop walk only 

1/3 mile long and perfect for an evening stroll to see the sun set over the 

Window. All these trails have interpretative booklets and signs. Another 

short easy trail (1.6 miles) is the Chisos Basin Loop Trail. Longer day hikes (9 

to 15 miles round trip) on developed trails are the High Chisos Complex trails 

and go up into the high canyons and on to South Rim. They all start at the 

trailhead in the Upper Basin and are strenuous hikes. None of the primitive 

(undeveloped) trails start at the Upper Basin trailhead. 

Observing flora and fauna are popular activities in the Basin; 

birdwatching is especially rewarding as close to 400 species have been 

observed in the park. The Basin area and the canyon trails are summer 

homes to some species found nowhere else in the United States - the Colima 

Warbler, the Lucifer Hummingbird and the Flammulated Owl. The 

mountains are also home to mammals such as the Sierra del Carmen 

Whitetail Deer, the Javelina and the Mountain Lion. 

The Park Service rangers offer a variety of programs in both the Upper 

and Lower Basins. These range from evening slide shows and talks at the 

campground amphitheater; guided walks and hikes of varying lengths and 

difficulty and on a variety of topics from ecology to geology, from medicinal 

plants to bears and mountain lions; sketching workshops; and, multi-

l^In this study when mentioning the Chisos Basin and not specifying 
Upper or Lower, reference is made to the entire Basin. 
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national school programs (children from the park school and the Mexican 

schools in Boquillas and Santa Elena). 

Vegetation Characteristics in the Chisos Basin 

Four of the five Big Bend region vegetative formations are present in 

the Chisos Basin: Woodland, Moist Chisos Woodland, Sotol-Grassland and 

Shrub Desert. In Whitson's 1974 report he does not differentiate between the 

Moist Woodland and the Woodland, presumably because the Moist 

Woodland formation is found only in a few high canyons. Within the 

Woodland formation there are three distinct height layers: trees up to 25ft, 

shrubs to 5ft and grasses and herbs at the lowest level; within the Sotol-

grassland formation most plants do not exceed 5ft and only one height is 

distinct; and in the Shrub-desert formation there are two distinct height 

layers: 2-3ft for shrubs and l-3ft for succulents and grasses.' ' See Table 1 for 

list of plants. 

Primarily, the wooded areas are on the more mesic northern slopes of 

the Basin and dominate the grassland formation which is found only on the 

slopes of Casa Grande and the northern slopes of Ward Mountain. The desert 

formation in the Basin is found naturally on rocky xeric south-facing slopes 

and unnaturally, in areas where humans have had the greatest impact. 

Whitson surmises that this desertification trend began when there was 

grazing in the Basin and because of a long severe drought that followed 

between 1951 and 1958 and the increase of human activity, vegetation 

recovery was difficult. Whitson comments on the fact that as there is no 

documentation of natural factors such as fire, fungal disease or insect 

infestation, climate is the only variable in addition to human activity that 

affects conditions in the Basin.'^ During periods of drought more mesic 

vegetation such as oak tends to be replaced with more xeric vegetation such as 

pinyon-juniper. 

^1 Paul D. Whitson. The Impact of Human Use Upon the Chisos Basin and 
Adjacent Lands. Washington DC: U. S. Government Printing Office, National Park 
service scientific monograph series, no. 4, 1974 pl9-30. 

^2 Paul D. Whitson. The Impact of Human Use Upon the Chisos Basin and 
Adjacent Lands. Washington DC: U. S. Goveniment Printing Office, National Park 
service scientific monograph series, no. 4,1974p.16-33. 
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Table 1: Summary of Plants in the Chisos Basin 
PLANT TYPES: Trees/shrubs/grasses/herbs 

[Moist Chisos Woodland formation indicated*] 

IREES 
Quercus gravesii (Graves oak)* 

Quercus emorvi (Emorv oak) 
Quercus grisea (Gray oak) 
Pinus cembroides (Mexican pinvon) 
juniperus deppeana (Alligator juniper) 
Juniperus flaccida (Weeping juniper) 
luniperus pinchoti (Redberry juniper) 
Arbutus texana (Texas madrone)* 
Pinus ponderosa (Ponderosa Pine)* 
Cupressus arizonica (Arizona cypress)* 

Populus tremuloides (Quaking aspen)* 
Acer grandidentatum (Mountain maple)* 
Quercus graciliformis (Chisos oak)* 

Quercus tardifolia (Lateleaf oak)* 

Celtis reticulata (Netleaf hackberrv) 
Diospvros texana (Texas Persimmon) 
Fraxmus cuspidata (Fragrant ash)* 
Quercus pungens (Sandpaper oak 
Quercus intricata (Dwarf oak) 
Prosopsis glandulosa (Honev mesquite) 
Ungnadia speciosa (Mexican buckeve) 
Sophora secundiflora (Texas Mountain 

Laurel) 
Acacia roemeria (Roemer acacia) 

SHRUBS 

Garrya lindheimeri (Lindheimer 
silktassel)* 

Salvia regla (Mountain sage)* 
Nolina erumpens (Foothill nolina)* 
Zexmenia brevifolia (Shorthorn zexmenia) 
Cercocarpus montanus (Mountain mahoghanv) 
Agave scabra (Agave) 
Bouvardia temifolia (Scarlet bouvardia) 
Rhus virens (Evergreen sumac) 
Viguiera stenoloba (Skeleton goldeneve) 
Rhamnus betulaefolia (Birchleaf buckthorn) 
Acacia constricta (Mescat acacia) 
Mimosa biuncifera (Catclaw mimosa) 
Alovsia Ivcoide (Whitebrush) 
Glossopetalon (Spiny greasebush) 
spinescens 
Ephedra nevadensis (Boundary ephedra) 
Fraxinus greggii ( Gregg ash) 
Krameria glandulosa (Range ratanv) 
Dalea frutescens (Black dalea) 

EVERGREEN 
WOODLAND 
& MOIST 
CHISOS 
WOODLAND 
FORMATIONS 

common in high 
canvons 
(xmrnon 
fairlv common 
oommon 
fairlv common 
fairlv common 
fairlv common 
fairlv common 
2 canvons only 
few / high 
canvons 
local only 
high canvons 
rare, in high 
canvons only 
Boot Canyon 
only 

few in canvons 

fairly common 

fairly common 

fairly common 

fairlv common 
fairlv common 
fairlv common 
fairly common 
fairlv common 
fairlv common 
fairlv common 
oommon 
fairly common 
fairly common 

SOTOL-
GRASSLAND 
FORMATION 

few/small size 
few/small size 

oommon 
Gcmmcn 

few 

fairly common 

oommcn 
fairlv common 

fairlv common 
fairly common 

fairly common 

ocmmon 

SHRUB-
DESERT 
FORMATION 
(also known as 
Chihuahuan 
Desert) 

northern slopes 
few/small size 

some in canyons 
few 

tew 
lower canvons 
lower canyons 

few 

fairly common 

fairly common 

common 
fairlv common 

fairlv common 
fairlv common 
few 
fairly common 

fairly common 
ommtTi 
fairlv common 
fairly common 
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Table 1: 
PLANT TYPES: Trees/shrubs/grasses/herbs 

[Moist Chisos Woodland formation indicated*] 

Larrea tridentata (Creosotebush) 
Berberis haematocarpa (Red barberry) 
Rhus aromatica (Skunkbush) 
Alovsia wrightii (Wright alovsia) 
Dasvliron leiophyllum (Smooth sotol) 
Opuntia englemannii (Engelmann prickly pear) 
Agave lecheguilla (Lechugilla) 

GRASSES 
Bouteloua curtipendula (Side oats grama) 
Piptchaetium fimbriatum (Pinyon-rice grass) 
Muhlenbergia emersleyi (BuUgrass) 
Stipa tenuissima (Finestem needlegrass) 
Stipa e m i n e n s (Southwestern needlegrass) 

Aristida orcuttiana (Single threeawn) 
Bouteloua gracilis (Blue grama) 
Muhlenbergia rigida (Purple muhly) 
Bothriochloa barbinodis (Cane bluestem) 
Bouteloua hisrsuta (Hairy grama) 
Eragrostis intermedia (Plains lovegrass) 
Aristida glauca (Blue threeawn) 
Setaria macrostachya (Plains bristlegrass) 
Aristida divaricata (Poverty threeawn) 
Lycurus phleoides (Wolftail) 
Hilaria mutica (Tobosagrass) 
Sorghum halpense (Johnsongrass) 
Schizachyrium scoparium (Little Bluestem) 
Heteropogon contortus (Tanglehead) 
Bouteloua brevesia (Chino grama) 
Bouteloua eriopoda (Black grama) 

HERBS 
Eriogonum wrightii (Wright wild buck wheat) 
Cheilanthes eatonii (Eaton lipfern) 
Perezia nan Gray (Desertholly perezia) 
Aletes acaulis (Stemless aletes) 
Lonicera albiflora (Bushy honeysuckle) 
Senecio millelobatus (Groundsel) 
Xantocephalum (Threadleaf snakeweed) 
microcephalum 
Artemesia ludoviciana (Louisiana sagewort) 
Chrvsactinia mexicana (Damianita) 
Erigeron modestus (Plains fleabane) 
Galium wrightii (Rothrock bedstraw) 
Eriogonum hemipterum (Wild buck wheat) 
Hedyotis fasiculata (Cluster bluet) 
Melampodium (Plains blackfoot) 
leucantnum 
Bommeria hispida (Hairv bommeria) 
Eupatorium greggii (Palmleaf eupatorium) 

Continued 
EVERGREEN 
WOODLAND 
& MOIST 
CHISOS 
WOODLAND 
FORMATIONS 
few 
few 
fairlv common 
fairly common 
fairly common 
fairly common 

oommon 
oommon 
aimmon 
oommon 
fairlv common 
fairly common 
oommon 
fairlv common 
fairlv common 

fairlv common 
fairlv common 
fairlv common 
fairlv common 
sparse 
fairlv common 
fairly common 

fairly common 
fairly common 
fairlv common 
fairlv common 
fairlv common 
fairly common 
fairly common 

oommon 
fairlv common 
oommon 
oommon 
sparse 

fairly common 

fairlv common 
fairlv common 

SOTOL-
GRASSLAND 
FORMATION 

few 
few 
fairly common 

fairly common 
fairlv common 

oommcn 

fairly common 

fairlv common 

fairly common 
sparse 
sparse 
fairly common 

sparse 

fairly common 

fairly common 

fairly common 
fairlv common 

SHRUB-
DESERT 
FORMATION 
(also known as 
Chihuahuan 
Desert) 
fairly common 

fairly common 
fairlv common 
oommcn 

ocmmon 

fairly common 

fairlv common 
fairly common 
ocmmcn 

fairly common 
sparse 

fairlv common 
sparse 
sparse 
oommcn 
fairly common 
fairly common 
fairly common 

fairly common 

fairlv common 

fairly common 

sparse 
sparse 
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Precipitation Statistics 

According to data collected by the Office of the Texas State Climatologist 

precipitation in the park in the last forty years has fluctuated quite 

dramatically from year to year with less severe drought periods recorded 

again in the 1960s, 1980s and since 1991 until this autumn, when it rained on 

a number of occasions. It should be noted that this precipitation graph shows 

recordings at Panther junction which is 1650 feet lower than the Chisos Basin. 

Therefore it can be expected that rainfall is slightly higher on the average than 

the graph in Figure 12 indicates. 
25 
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Figure 12. Annual Precipitation for Panther Junction, Big Bend: 1956-1996 
Source: Office of the Texas State Climatologist, Department of 

Meteorology, Texas A & M University, College Station, TX 

The maps (Figures 13 & 14) on the following pages show only the 

Woodland, Grassland and Desert vegetative formations. The Moist Chisos 

Woodland formation is found only in the moist high canyons within the 

main Woodland formation and is not delineated on the maps. 
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Figure 13. 
Source: 

Map of Present Vegetation in the Chisos Basin 
Whitson, Paul D. The Impact of Human Use Upon the Chisos 
Basin and Adjacent Lands. Washington DC: U. S. Government 
Printing Office, National Park service scientific monograph 
series, no. 4, 1974 
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Figure 14. 
Source: 

Map of Hypothetical Vegetation in the Basin 
Whitson, Paul D. The Impact of Human Use Upon the Chisos 
Basin and Adjacent Lands. Washington DC: U. S. Government 
Printing Office, National Park service scientific monograph 
series, no. 4, 1974 
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Vegetation Changes in the Chisos Basin 

Regardless of whether climate patterns have helped or hindered the 

revegetation process, it is certainly clear that based on personal observation 

that a desertification condition persists in the developed area of both the 

Upper and Lower Basin, where human impact has been the greatest. 

Whitson cites evidence that the woodland formation previously extended 

lower down into the basin, where the developed area now is, by the large 

number of isolated pinyons, junipers, and oaks found together with clumps 

of woodland grass Muhlenbergia emersleyi. The illustration (Figure 14) 

shows Whitson's hypothesis of how the vegetation should be in the Basin. 

The photo (Figure 15) taken in July 1996 shows clearly how the woodland 

vegetation sequence ends at the motel site. 

Vegetation dynamics suggests that the woodland is expanding toward 
its pregrazing range status. The process is slowed because the majority 
of human activity is centered at the formation's lower contact with the 
man-influenced desert. The woodland species must also compete with 
the numerous desertand disturbed-area species which responded to the 
impact conditions and control the region.'^ 

Figure 15. 
Source: 

Photo Showing End of Woodland Vegetation at Motel Site 
Author, 1996 

i^Paul D. Whitson. The Impact of Human Use Upon the Chisos Basin 
and Adjacent Lands. Washington DC: U. S. Government Printing Office, 
National Park service scientific monograph series, no. 4, 1974, 66. 
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History of Development in the Chisos Basin 

Between 1934 and 1942 the Civilian Conservation Corps was based in a 

camp in the Lower Chisos Basin, where the existing campground is today. 

The activities of this company were directed towards building facilities and 

trails for the Texas Parks Board. The projects in the Chisos Basin, completed 

before the abandonment of the camp in 1942 were the stone cottages (1935-

1938), now part of the Chisos Mountains Lodge concession; the road into the 

Chisos Basin (1937); and various Chisos Basin trails (1936-40). According to 

Whitson little regard was taken for environmental conservation in the 

construction of these projects. Vegetation was removed, soil compacted, 

drainage patterns altered and erosion resulted. After the National Park was 

established, development continued with paving of the Upper Chisos Basin 

roads, the adding of a water supply from Oak Springs and the building of a 

ranger station and camp store in 1952, and a horse remuda concession in the 

Lower Chisos Basin. Two motel units were added in 1960-65 and the lodge in 

1966. In 1962 two sewage lagoons were constructed. Site plans from 1957-1962 

show a variety of alternative sitings for additional accommodation and a 

visitor center but no more construction was done. For twenty years little 

change was made until the addition, between 1986 and 1990, of three more 

motel units, a new store and ranger station, a firehouse, and extended parking 

areas. See Chisos Basin Plan— Figure 16. 

Considering that twenty years ago Whitson stated that the increased 

development was taking its toll on the vegetation, the 1980's development 

must inevitably have had an increased detrimental effect on the ecology of an 

already fragile area. His observations note that most vegetative change is 

caused through altered drainage patterns, resulting in excess moisture and 

eroded soil and unnatural plant community development; through soil 

upheaval and denuding, resulting in invasion of opportunistic exotic and 

weedy native species. His report covers the impact of roads and parking areas, 

the lodge concession, the Park Service activities such as the ranger station and 

campground, sewage facilities, pipelines and wells, and the horse concession. 

Whitson's extensive recommendations back in 1974 for changes in the 

Chisos Basin to reduce the human impact and restore the natural vegetation 

have only partly been heeded. The horse concession has been removed, 

although privately owned horses are still allowed on the trails. Trail 
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Figure 16. 
Source: 

Chisos Basin plan, 1986 
U.S.Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Denver 
Service Center 
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management has been undertaken to eliminate trail switchbacks which 

encourage hikers to take shortcuts; and a few revegetation projects are 

underway. However, the additional development in the 1980s was 

undertaken not eliminated nor reduced, as recommended. A larger parking 

area created more hard surfaces for run-off and exotic species are still used in 

the landscaping around the lodge and motel units. 

Revegetation Considerations 

As recently as 1995 a revegetation project was started at the site of the 

removed horse remuda. Plant species were introduced from seed collected in 

the park but in addition green sprangletop seed was sown. This grass is not 

native in the Basin. ̂ "̂  No information was available as to where in the park 

seed was collected and one does have to wonder why sideoats grama, the 

most common native grass in the Basin, was not selected. Two research 

projects of interest are reported in the Big Bend 1994 Research and Resource 

Management Newsletter. "Native Plant Propagation in Big Bend National 

Park" is a joint project of the park with Sul Ross State University in Alpine 

and concerns the collection of seed and propagation of plants with genetic 

origins in Big Bend. The plants will be used for landscaping in the developed 

areas. The second project is "Revegetation: Chisos Basin Landscape Project 

(Fire Cache)" and involved the transplanting of seedlings from the Basin, 

forcing them out of dormancy and then replanting near the fire cache when 

sufficient root system was established. In August 1994 30% had survived-

pinyons, junipers and madrones; arizona cypress, mountain mahoghany, 

arbutus and oak species died. The species that did not survive are the more 

mesic of the species planted. 

It should be noted that this material is from a 1974 report. A more 

recent survey would be useful to assess increase/decrease of both native and 

introduced species. The introduction of species foreign to the basin has 

occurred in a variety of ways: hauling in soil for construction purposes brings 

in "foreign" seed; horse manure introducing such plants as Johnsongrass; 

landscaping projects around the lodge, motel units and employee housing 

i^'Paul D. Whitson The Impact of Human Use Upon the Chisos Basin 
and Adjacent Lands. Washington DC: U. S. Government Printing Office, 
National Park service scientific monograph series, no. 4, 1974 p52 
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where desert like plants are planted. In 1988 the Chihuahuan Desert Research 

Institute were the consultants for the new landscaping around the newer 

motel units. Although many of the plantings listed on the 1986 construction 

drawings (Figure 17) are appropriate, many such as ocotillo, creosote Bush, 

and cholla are characteristic of lowland desert and certainly do not fit into 

revegetation of an area shown to be originally woodland. The trees and 

grasses listed are appropriate although it is interesting to note around the 

motel parking lot the extensive bermuda grass, a species not suggested, and is 

not in good condition. Table 2 lists the most common xeric invaders into 

more mesic regions of the Chisos Basin. 

Figure 17. Plant List for Concession Building Sites. 
Source: Construction drawings, U.S. Department of the Interior, 

National Park Service, Denver Service Center, 1986 
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Table 2. Most Common Xeric Invaders Into More 
Mesic Regions of the Chisos Basin 

TREES & SHRUBS/ 
SUCCULENTS 
Prosopsis glandulosa 
(Honey mesquite) 

Opuntia englemannii 
(Engelmann prickly 
pear) 
Acacia constricta 
(Mescat acacia) 

Mimosa biuncifera 
(Catclaw mimosa) 
Chrysactinea mexicana 
(Damianita) 

GRASSES 

Bothriochloa barbinodis 
(Cane bluestem) 
Bouteloua hisrsuta 
(Hairy grama) 

Eragrostis intermedia 
(Plains lovegrass) 

Aristida glauca 
(Blue threeawn) 
Bouteloua curtipendula 
(Sideoats grama) 

Setaria macrostachya 
(Plains bristlegrass) 

HERBS 

Senecio millelobatus 
(Groundsel) 
Xanthocephalum 
microcephalum 
(Threadleaf snakeweed) 
Artemesia ludoviciana 
(Louisiana sagewort) 
Chrysactinia mexicana 
(Damianita) 
Cheilanthes eatonii 
(Eaton lipfern) 

Conclusions 

When a site is disturbed by man nature will take over if no other 

action is taken. The sequence of natural revegetation in the Chisos Basin 

seems to be that first herbaceous plants invade the area, then succulents, 

shrubs and finally trees. The dominant plants in the Chisos Basin are (or 

should be) trees and they are the slowest to regenerate; it is this fact that 

makes this area so ecologically sensitive. 

In addition to the ecological impact, the newer buildings have had an 

even greater negative impact on the main visual resource of the Upper 

Chisos Basin ~ the view towards the Window and on the atmosphere of the 

Chisos Basin area as a whole. Once unrestricted, the views are now not only 

marred by these buildings but buildings that seem most inappropriate to their 
» 

surroundings. Trying to find a way to add visitor accommodation can be 

viewed as part of the balancing act the National Park Service has to peform to 

satisfy visitor needs as well as conserving the environment. Certainly if 

increased visitor accommodation was the prime reason for facility 

development, then more units were needed; in fact, more are still needed at 

most times of the year. It is very difficult to get a reservation unless booking 

is done months ahead. This alone surely justifies the Park Service goal of 
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relocating to a less sensitive area of the park where a larger facility could be 

built. What is hard to understand is why the 1980s buildings ended up where 

they are. 

The history of the decision by the Park Service to site the buildings in 

direct line of the view to the "Window" from the lodge has been hard to 

trace. Alternative design plans from 1957 to 1962 show development being 

contained exclusively to the south of the existing site. Not in any of the early 

schemes are buildings are suggested for the north side of the central parking; 

it is only in the 1980s that this is suggested, ignoring what seems to have been 

sacred until then ~ the view to the "Window." Figure 18 is part of the Big 

Bend National Park master plan (1957) entitled "Preferred Scheme" that 

clearly highlights this famous view as the scheme's focus. 

Figure 18. 
Source: 

1957 Site Plan ~ "Preferred Scheme". 
U. S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, 
Landscape Architecture Branch, Big Bend National Park Master 
Plan 
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This siting of the most recent buildings, visitor center, campstore and 

firehouse, is surely an unfortunate decision in light of the fact that relocation 

of the Chisos Mountains Lodge, consisting of the lodge building, the 

campstore and the motel units, is now part of a long range plan proposed by 

the National Park Service for Big Bend National Park. The Park Service goal 

of relocation, ironically echoes Paul Whitson's recommendation from twenty 

years ago: 

Most of the facilities except for dining, food supplies could be more 
efficiently provided with less irreparable damage at lower elevations in 
the park. Expansion of facilities would be reduced, not to mention the 
aesthetic damage that the large, bare complex does by falsifying the 
integrity of the woodland vegetation, p.74 

Relocation of the lodge to a less sensitive site in the park would have 

the advantage that the amount of accommodation could be increased. The 

disadvantage would be that nowhere else in the park has the cooler summer 

temperatures afforded by the mountain area. However, even with the cooler 

summer temperatures, the lodge is in less demand in the summer months 

and the mountain campground would still be available. In addition a day use 

center in the Upper Basin can exploit that time of day—the middle of the day~ 

when visitors want to escape the desert heat and ascend into the cooler 

mountain air. 

To conclude this chapter, it is clear that because such a long period of 

time (15-20 years) is required for the re-introduction of woodland formation 

vegetation to occur naturally, human intervention is needed in the form of a 

comprehensive rehabilitative revegetation program.'^ In addition special 

care needs to be taken in any further redevelopment to review drainage 

patterns, and wherever possible correct previous misdirections, re-use and 

adapt where feasible, using conservative development practices. 

Table 3 is an inventory of the buildings in the Upper Basin and the 

use/removal proposed in this thesis. Numbers cross-reference with site plans 

(Figures 19 & 20) showing the existing roads, parking areas and buildings. 

15 Paul D. Whitson The Impact of Human Use Upon the Chisos Basin 
and Adjacent Lands. Washington DC: U. S. Government Printing Office, 
National Park service scientific monograph series, no. 4, 1974,71. 
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Table 3. Inventory of Upper Basin Buildings 

BUILDING 

1. Visitor Center 

2. Lodge Building 

3. Camper's Store 

4. Firehouse 

5. Maintenance 

Building 
6. Motel Units 
200-209 & 210-219 

7. Motel Unit D 

8. Motel Units C 

9. Motel Units 
A&B 

10. Stone Cottages 

11. Employee 
Housing 

LOCATION/FACILITIES 
• 1st building to north of 
central parking area 
•facilities: 
exhibits; bookstore; ranger 
& law enforcement offices 
•on knoll at east end of site 
•facilities: restaurant; gift 
shop; restrooms; 
reservation office 

•west of visitor center 

•behind store 

•adjoins motel unit D 

• 1st two units to south of 
central parking area 

•unit west of units 200-219 

•west of unit D 

•unit at west end of site 

•on road between motel 
unit D and 210-219 
•on road south of units 
200-219 

NEW USE/LOCATION 
•remove existing building 

•relocate exhibits/ 
bookstore in existing lodge 

•adapt as visitor center 
•keep restaurant & 
restrooms 
• create new entrance off 
patio for restaurant keeping 
existing entrance for visitor 
center) 
•adapt office space to 
accommodate rangers & 
law officers 
• relocate to Lower Basin 
campground 
•relocate to site south of 
motel units 200-209 
•relocate to site south of 
motel units 200-209 

•partially remove; adapt 
part to become restrooms & 
use foundation for picnic 
area 
•remove -area needed for 
parking / turn around 
•remove and use 
foundation as picnic areas 
•remove, including 
foundations 
• retain and use as a small 
retreat or research center 
•retain as employee 

1 housing 
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Figure 19. Site Plan of Existing Roads, Parking Areas and Buildings 
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Figure 20. Buildings to be Removed/Relocated/Retained 
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CHAPTER IV 

PROPOSED REDEVELOPMENT FOR THE UPPER CHISOS BASIN 

Design Considerations 

Focus 

Currently the focus of the site is the motel units parking lot with 

considerable conflict of vehicular and pedestrian traffic. (See Figure 21.) This 

proposal redirects that focus towards creation of a landscaped exhibit space for 

visitors. Physically the exhibit area-three Big Bend ecosystems-is central in 

the site with flexible access to the other facilities around it. 

Figure 21. Central Parking Area 
Source: Photo, Author, 1996 

Preserving the View 

The views, that most visitors rank as the main reason for their visit, 

(refer to p.7 in Chapter I) are of paramount importance. (See Figure 22.) The 

prime view from the terrace of the lodge towards the "window"-the dramatic 

gap in the circular mountain ridge—is now cluttered. This proposal 

unclutters the view by moving all structures to the south of the central 
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exhibit area. This consideration was primary in deciding which buildings to 

suggest for removal and which ones to keep. Essentially all the buildings that 

interfere with the view to the "Window" either are scheduled for relocation 

or for demolition. The lodge building itself is well situated, blending into the 

hillside and affords the view that guides this scheme. ( See Figure 23.) Figure 

25 and Table 5 outline the redevelopment proposal. 

Figure 22. View Towards the "Window" 
Source: Photo, Author, 1996 

Figure 23. 
Source: 

View of the Lodge 
Photo, Author, 1996 
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The Visit Sequence 

Flexibility is key in developing a day long aesthetic and educational 

experience that meets a variety of visitor needs. A day use area could have 

plenty of available activities to satisfy all needs and interests. "Learning" in 

the form of ranger-led programs did not rank very high in the reasons for 

visiting but dayhikes and birdwatching did. These activities can be 

incorporated into a habitat-oriented/self-guiding nature trail and enhance 

further exploration on the trails. The "visit sequence" would vary according 

to energy level, interest and amount of time available. See Table 4 and 

Figure 24~Two Sample Visits. 

Accessibility 

Meeting the needs of all visitors in every way is of prime importance. 

Applying universal design guidelines is vital to meeting these needs without 

figuratively and literally levelling the experience. For those who cannot walk 

great distances, or do not want to, there are places to stroll or just sit and enjoy 

the environment. For those who have to climb a mountain the trails are 

there; the exhibit are can be briefly enjoyed or avoided if the call of the 

wilderness is too strong—there would still be an opportunity on the return. 

Circulation 

Separation of vehicular and pedestrian flow is very important for the 

success of this scheme. The organization of access routes to the visitor center, 

picnic areas, amphitheater, and trails focuses on pedestrian flexibility 

allowing multi-directions to be taken without meeting vehicles. Vehicles are 

confined to a traffic corridor that enters at a new entrance east of the lodge 

connecting to the existing lodge parking circle and then skirting to the south 

to access the new picnic areas to a turn around space. The only mingling of 

walkers and drivers would be in the parking areas before arriving on a path. 

Small service vehicle access to the amphitheater would be available along an 

extra wide path from the picnic area turn around. 
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Other Design Development Considerations 

The following criteria are considered essential for the redevelopment 

of the site in this project: 

To be environmentally sensitive; 

To disturb the site as little as possible; 

To revegetate using appropriate plant material; 

To practice conservative development-adapting and reusing 

To provide places for visitors to eat and rest; 

To provide parking spaces for day use. 

Table 4. Two Sample Visits 

EASY WALKING 
THREE HOUR VISIT 
P •park in lodge parking 

area 

3 
hrs 

MODERATE, HIKINC 
ALL DAY VISIT 
P •park at turn around 

drcle parking 

7 
hrs 

V •goto visitor center 20 
min 

E •have a picnic 50 
min 

G •walk down to exhibit 
area and listen to 
ranger talk at 
gathering circle 

15 
min 

A • participate in an 
amphitheater prograim 

20 
min 

I •explore interpretative 
exhibit 

30 
min 

• meet at trailhead to 
discuss which trail to 
hike 

10 
min 

A •participate in an 
amphitheater program 

20 
min 

W •goon Window Trail 
(5.2 miles round trip) 

4 
hrs 

S •walk round self-
guiding Window View 
loop trail 

20 
min 

I •walk back through 
interpretative exhibit 

40 
min 

I • return through exhibits 20 
min 

R • stop for a snack in the 
restaurant 

30 
min 

R •eat in restaurant & 
return to parking area 

55 
min 

V • look at exhibits in 
visitor center & return 
to parking area 

30 
min 

40 
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Redevelopment Details 

Adaptation of existing facilities 

Traffic Flow. Siting the vehicular traffic corridor to the south of the 

site would keep the traffic out of sight of the exhibit area and out of view 

from the lodge terrace. The basic road system, although currently confusing 

because the focus tends to direct cars into the motel parking area, already 

exists. With a little adaptation it could provide a satisfactory solution to the 

need to separate vehicular and pedestrian routes. 

The new entrance into the lodge parking lot is a crucial change. It 

would take cars directly on to the traffic route without crossing the path that 

leads from the lodge to the exhibit area and the amphitheater. Other changes 

would be to limit traffic to a single route and provide a turn around at the 

end of that route. The existing roads to employee housing and the stone 

cottages intersect with the traffic corridor and need to be clearly signed as no 

public access. 

Parking (P). Parking would occur at a number of sites along the new 

traffic route: at the circle east of the new visitor center (lodge building); at the 

picnic area (motel site 200-219); at the picnic area (motel site C ); and an 

overflow/group van parking area using the section of road beyond the new 

entrance turn off. A pedestrian crossing would need to be installed in the 

lodge parking lot, to safely allow visitors to cross the road to the visitor center 

(existing lodge building). Universal design spaces in most of the parking 

areas are suggested because of the high proportion of recreational vehicles 

that enter the park and need a larger space than the standard car space. 

Currently a parking space is provided for each motel room with 

additional spaces at the lodge circle. Changing the use of the area makes it 

difficult to assess how many vehicles at any one time need to be 

accommodated. Theoretically the number of vehicles entering the park 

should not be any different just because the Upper Basin has a changed use. 

The Upper Basin is just one of the attractions. If the overnight component is 

removed it could be that although as many cars visit they may not need a 

parking space for as long as an overnight visitor vehicle would. Overnight 

parking for backpackers would be best provided for in the Lower Basin. 

Obviously an analysis of parking needs would need to be undertaken 

in connection with this project. This scheme would reduce the number of 

parking spaces and it is suggested that at busy times of the year the Park 
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Service considers establishing a shuttle van system from Panther junction to 

the Upper Basin. It is also suggested that vehicles over a certain size should 

be prohibited from parking in the Upper Basin. 

Pedestrian Routes. The primary axis from east to west would start at 

the visitor center in the lodge building, down an existing path/ ramp to a 

small paved circular area is a good gathering place for small groups at the base 

of the hill. (See Figure 26.) This would connect to the new path winding 

through the exhibits to the amphitheater, trailhead and the existing 1/3 mile 

self-guiding loop trail. The path that threads its way through the exhibits 

would be constructed using a "soil stabilizer" surface material that provides a 

non-slip, firm surface that has an easy accessibility level yet is natural looking 

and fitting in with the topography. Ideally this material should continue on 

the Window View trail. 

Secondary paths would join the primary route in several locations as 

access to the exhibit area: down steps from the picnic areas using some 

existing paths and new ones; alternative ramp routes from the picnic areas 

using two sections of road that currently give access to the central parking 

area on the south side; from the overflow parking area. All pedestrian paths 

would be fully accessible. 

Figure 26. Paved Gathering Place at Base of Lodge Knoll 
Source: Photo, Author, 1996 

Visitor Center (V). The existing lodge building would be adapted to 

accommodate the existing visitor center exhibits, which have only recently 

been created. (See Figure 27.) Visitors would either enter through the main 

door (south side of building) or from the terrace side. (See Figure 28.) Both 

entrances connect to footpaths that lead down to the exhibit area. The 

existing motel reservation offices could be adapted for use as the ranger and 

law enforcement offices. The bookstore could occupy the snack bar area that 
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is adjacent to the restaurant. The restaurant which is on the north side of the 

building would be able to be entered only from a new entrance off the terrace. 

Figure 27. 
Source: 

Mountain Lion Exhibit in Visitor Center 
Photo, Author 1996 

^_rr^ 

Figure 28. Lodge Building Entrance (South Side) 
Source: Photo: Author, 1996 

Picnic Areas (E) and New Restrooms (L). There are six existing motel 

buildings-the eastern two (units 200-219) are the older units and are already 

quite well screened from what would be the exhibit area. (See Figure 29.) It is 

proposed that these buildings be partially removed, adapting the inside ends 

of each to become handicapped accessible restrooms, and converting the 
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foundation to picnic areas accessible to the adjacent new parking lot. A shade 

structure would need to be added. 

r 

Figure 29. Existing Motel Units #200-219 
Source: Photo, Author, 1996 

The units (A, B, C & D) would be removed with the foundation of C 

used as a picnic area. This would be less accessible as the first area as it would 

be further from parking spaces. A shade structures would need to be added. 

The existing tiered terrace and path area would be retained as access to the 

amphitheater and exhibit area. Unit D at the eastern end of the motel area 

would need to be removed to allow for parking and the turn around. The 

attached maintenance building would be relocated, if feasible, to the site 

indicated on Figure 25. 

Restaurant (R). The existing restaurant in the lodge would be retained. 

A new entrance would be created so visitors would enter off the terrace 

instead of the lobby. (See Figure 30.) The lobby area of the building would 

become the visitor center exhibit area. 
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Figure 30. Lodge Building Terrace/Restaurant Window 
Source: Photo: Author, 1996 

Trailhead (T). (See Figures 31 and 32.) This is well located but needs a 

larger area in front of the sign for visitors to read the sign, meet with a ranger 

or friends and not block the pathway. 

Figure 31. Trailhead Sign 
Source: Photo, Author 1994 
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Figure 32. 
Source: 

Trailhead site with Group at Ranger Talk 
Photo, Author 1996 

Window View Trail (S). This self-guiding 1/3 mile easy walking trail 

through a mountain grassland is accessible to all and gives a spectacular view 

of the Chisos Basin, the desert and Sierra del Carmen mountain range in 

Mexico beyond the Rio Grande. Connected to the new trail through the 

interpretative exhibit this loop trail would make a satisfying end to the east-

west axis path. On this existing trail the path is concrete and shows signs of 

erosion along the sides in many places where drainage construction. Ideally 

the path surface should be constructed of the same material as the path in the 

interpretative exhibit. (See Figures 33 and 34.) 
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Figure 33. Window View Trail 
Source: Photo, Author 1996 

Figure 34. 
Source: 

Erosion on the Window View Trail 
Photo, Author 1996 

Firehouse and Maintenance Building. If feasible the existing firehouse 

and maintenance building would be moved to a new site at the beginning of 

the employee housing access road. (See Figure 25.) 
5 0 



Stone Cottages and Employee Housing. No physical change needs to 

be made to either of these areas. The employee housing could be used for 

ranger housing instead of concession employees. The stone cottages were 

built by the CivilianConservation Corps in the 1930s and as such are part of 

the park's history. They could become a small retreat center for Park Service 

use or as a rental facility. An alternative would be to adapt the cottages 

adding mini-kitchens so that seasonal park or research workers could live in 

them. Currently they are part of the lodge concession; each cottage has two 

bedrooms and a bathroom and they are heated. 

New Facilities 

(See Interpretative Exhibit and Amphitheater Plan—Figure 35) 

(I) Interpretative Exhibit. The design of this interpretative area 

borrows from contemporary zoo design - exhibits without walls simulating 

real habitats. Three areas are suggested, each featuring the three vegetative 

formations found in the Chisos Basin—the predominant ecosystem of the 

mountains—woodland, with foothill grasslands and shrub desert. These three 

areas tie in with the vegetative formations mentioned early in this thesis. 

(See Table 1 and Chapter III, Vegetation Characteristics of the Chisos Basin.) 

Within the woodland area the moist Chisos woodland formation found in 

the high canyons can be represented in the exhibit with a canyon habitat 

irrigated to allow the appropriate flora to grow. The exhibit would be created 

with natural materials using appropriate plant material. Sounds and scents 

as well as sights can be part of the experience of the stroll through the habitats. 

Animal locations could be implied by simulating a habitat with clues such as 

the sounds and scents, footprints and nests, rather than attempting to 

figuratively represent the animal 

It is suggested that the sequence of the habitat theme starts with the 

woodland at the eastern end moving through the foothills (grassland) and 

the desert. This sequence echoes the view from the Basin out through the 

"Window" to the desert below. For animal suggestions for each habitat see 

Table 6. Also see Table 1 in Chapter II for plant suggestions. 
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Amphitheater (A). The amphitheater would be located in the natural 

swale just beyond existing motel unit A, where its construction can take 

advantage of the natural slope. (See Figure 36.) It would a very informal 

space for visitors to listen to daytime ranger talks. It would be constructed out 

of earth forms with simple wood slat bench seating and a canvas shade 

structure to protect visitors from the sun. 

Figure 36 
Source: 

Amphitheater Site with Trailhead Sign Upper Right 
Photo, Author 1996 
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Table 6. Fauna for the Interpretative Center 
1 MOUNTAINS 

llllllllll '^^MMALS 
Sierra del Carmen whitetail deer 

l l l l l l l l l l J ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^ 

Mountain lion 

Rock squirrel 

Eastern Cottontail 

Spotted Bat 
Long-nosed Bat 
BIRDS 
Screech Owl 
Ash-throated Flycatcher 
Blue-gray Gnatcatcher 
Hepatic Tanager 
Black-headed Grosbeak 
Rufous-side Towhee 
Brown Towhee 
onlv below 5000 feet elevation 
Mourning Dove 
White-winged Dove 
Gray Vireo 
Summer Tanager 
Brown-headed Cowbird 

House Finch 
Great Homed Owl 
Ladderback Woodpecker 
Common Raven 
Black-chinned Hummingbird 
In Moist Woodland Canyons 
Colima Warbler 
Flammulated Owl 

llllllllll Blue-throated Hummingbird 
llllllllll Broad-tailed HummingDird 
llllllllll Canyon Wren 
llllllllll Western Flycatcher 
llllllllll Hutton's Vireo 
llllllllll Band-tailed Pigeon 
llllllllll Northern Flicker 
llllllllll R'jfous-crowned Sparrow 
llllllllll ^'^om Woodpecker 
llllllllll '^^^^^ Titmice 
llllllllll Gray-breasted Jay 

llllllllll Berwick's Wren 
REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS 

llllllllll Canyon Treefrog 
Cliff Frog 

llllllllll Short-lined Skink 
llllllllll ^^iJSty-rumped Whiptail 
llllllllll ^^'^^s Alligator Lizard 
llllllllll ^^^g^^ Ringnecked Snake 

Black-tailed Rattlesnake 
llllllllll D^s^^^ Kingsnake 
llllllllll Mexican Milksnake 

INVERTEBRAIES 

llllllllll Tree cricket 
Big Bend Quonker Katydid 

Chisos Mtns. Giant Skipper 

GRASSLANDS 
MAMMALS 
Mule Deer 
Gray Fox 
Desert Cottontail 
Badger 
Yellow-nosed Cotton Rat 
White-throated Wood Rat 

BIRDS 
Loggerhead Shrike 
Blue Grosbeak 
Brown Towhee 
Cassin's Sparrow 
Rufous-crowned Sparrow 
Blackchinned Sparrow 
Varied Bunting 
Scott's Oriole 
Scaled Quail 
Greater Roadrunner 
Elf Owl 
Common Poorwill 
Ladder-back Woodpecker 
Ash-throaed Flycatcher 
Verdin 
Cactus Wren 
Black-tailed Gnatcatcher 
Northern Mockingbird 
Pyrrhuloxia 
Black-throated Sparrow 
Brown-headed Cowbird 
House Finch 

REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS 
Woodhouse Toad 
Western Green Toad 
Great Plains Narrow-mouthed Toad 
Big Bend Tree Lizard 
Big Bend Patch-nosed Snake 
Bullsnake 

INVERTEBRATES 
Ant 
Texas Lubber Grasshopper 
Chigger 

DESERT 
MAMMALS 
Mule Deer 
Kit fox 
Coyote 
JacKrabbit 
Kangaroo Rat 
Desert Shrew 

BIRDS 
Greater Roadrunner 
Scaled Quail 
Pyrrhuloxia 
Ash-throated Flycatcher 
Black throated Sparrow 
House Finch 
Cliff Swallow 
Turkey Vulture 
Black Vulture 
Red-tailed Hawk 
Golden Eagle 
American Kestrel 
Peregrine Falcon 
Prairie Falcon 
Great Homed Owl 
White-throated Swift 
Say's Phoebe 
Common Raven 
Canyon Wren 
ROCK Wren 

REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS 
Couch's Spadefoot Toad 
Western Spadefoot Toad 
Desert Box Turtle 
Long-nosed Southwestern Earless Lizard 
Round-tailed Horned Lizard 
Western Coachwhip 
Texas Glossy Snake 
Long-nosed Snake 
Western Diamondback Rattlesnake 
INVERTEBRATES 
Millipede 
Giant Desert Cenhpede 
Tarantula 
Tarantula Hawk Wasp 
Scorpion 
Vinegaroon 
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Revegetation 

In addition to the new exhibit areas that will need to be planted 

according to the habitat being represented, there will be several areas that will 

need replanting. It is suggested that evergreen oaks, junipers and pinyons are 

planted with appropriate grasses and shrubs that are xeric in their needs 

without selecting plants that are native to the shrub desert. (See Table 1 in 

Chapter II.) The following photograph in Figure 37 illustrates how the 

existing stone cottage area is well concealed in the oak-pinyon-juniper 

woodland, the primary vegetation of this area. This coverage should be the 

goal of any revegetation plan. Figure 38 identifies in diagram form these areas 

where revegetation will be need to be considered. The extent of the area is not 

intended to be exact as this will depend on actual circumstances at the time of 

redevelopment. 

Figure 37. Road to Stone Cottages 
Source: Photo, Author 1996 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY 

The lodge at Big Bend is not the Ahwahnee, a grand old lady of a hotel 

in Yosemite National Park. Not that I expected, on my first visit to Big Bend 

in 1994, such a lodge, but the name "Chisos Mountains Lodge" does have a 

certain ring to it that is not matched by its appearance. If the lodge had 

developed as it began~a cluster of cottages half concealed in the woodland-

this thesis would not be. 

My disappointment at the inappropriateness of a motel with a vast 

parking lot taking center stage was emphasized by the contrast of the beauty of 

the Basin in which it intrudes. From the stark desert with its amazing agave 

blooms the ghostlike Chisos Mountains are like a magnet drawing visitors in 

to their center ~ the Basin. Freeman Tilden describes the view of the 

mountains from the Marathon road thus: "And I saw then the Chisos rising 

out of a mist like a mediaeval walled city. You would have said it was the 

Cite of Carcassonne in Provence."'^ 

A visit with Jose Cisneros, the Superintendent of Big Bend National 

Park, clinched the idea of this thesis when he told me that a goal of the Park 

Service at some point in time to relocate the lodge to a less environmentally 

sensitive area of the park. That evocative name Chisos Mountains Lodge 

would have to change; hopefully to something truly fitting its location. 

Much later in my quest for information to justify my proposal, I found 

in the Big Bend archives the 1957 master plan entitled "Preferred Scheme" 

and some 1962 plans that clearly were trying to protect the integrity of the site. 

The view to the "Window" was stressed by keeping all buildings to the south 

of the site. On one plan, the recommendation was for small cabin-like 

accommodation rather than the large motel units that were eventually built 

in the 1980s. 

16 Freeman Tilden. The National Parks, Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., New 
York, 1951. 
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The other key research that influenced the direction of this thesis was 

Paul Whitson's 1974 report.'"^ This comprehensive account of the vegetation 

changes wrought by a combination of drought and human development, a 

report that recommended no more development twenty years ago, has been 

vital to preparing this proposal. Will twenty more years pass with no major 

action taken to stem the increasing desertification caused by this Basin 

development? 

The first National Park, Yellowstone, was created by act of Congress on 

March 1, 1872 as a "pleasuring ground for the benefit and enjoyment of the 

people," with provision of "the preservation, from injury or spoliation of all 

timber, mineral deposits, natural curiosities or wonders...and their retention 

in their natural condition." The proposal set forth in this thesis tries to be 

true to these words in suggesting a redevelopment project to replace the lodge 

with an "environmentally correct" interpretative center; a center that can 

provide visitor facilities, recreation and environmental education 

opportunities while maintaining the natural characteristics of the 

environment the visitor has come to enjoy. 

i^Paul D. Whitson. The Impact of Human Use Upon the Chisos Basin 
and Adjacent Lands. Washington DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 
National Park service scientific monograph series, no. 4, 1974 19-30. 
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